Waste-free Lunch
Teaching Guide

Today’s world is go-go-go! You can see this in every aspect of our lives, including the food we eat.
Looking at our lunches, you will see signs of our fast-paced, convenient society in the way our food is
packaged. People can buy everything prepared and individually packaged so they don’t have to spend
the time to prepare the food themselves.
While this seems helpful, there are many costs associated with pre-packaged foods, including impacts to
our health, our wallet, and the environment. This discussion is environment-focused. Packaging requires
energy to extract resources and produces waste in our landfills when thrown away.
Activity 1: Classroom Waste Audit
Materials: Tarp, bins, gloves, scale
Tell students to save all waste from their nutrition break and lunch. Have students look at their own
lunches and identify the waste their lunch creates. Next, have students place all waste into an empty bin
in the classroom. Weigh this waste on a small scale (subtracting the weight of the bin). Spread the waste
onto a tarp and sort it into different categories (organic, recycling, garbage). Perform the waste audit
without any prior notice so it is an accurate representation of each individual’s lunch. The purpose of
this activity is to analyze how much waste the average classroom produces.
Key Question: How can we reduce the amount of classroom waste? Students can draw their new lunch
plan, along with waste-free options.
Discussion:
▶▶ Brainstorm the different types of packaging that exists for food and discuss alternative forms of
packaging
▶▶ Discuss the environmental, health, and economic issues with pre-packaging
▶▶ Discuss the pros and cons of food packaging
Activity 2: Waste-Free Lunch Challenge
▶▶ For one week, hold a waste-free lunch in the classroom. Encourage students to bring a lunch using
alternatives to wasteful packaging
▶▶ Conduct a secondary waste audit at the end of the waste-free lunch week and compare it to the
findings from the first waste audit

The three R’s still hold true to reduce waste in our lunches:
1. Reduce: select items without unnecessary packaging
2. Reuse: select multi-use items (reusable bags and containers)
3. Recycle: choose recycled materials and items that can be recycled again; compost food scraps
Compare a typical lunch with its waste-free lunch equivalent.

Typical Lunch
▶▶ Sandwiches, snacks, and fruit in plastic bags
▶▶ Single serving cups such as yogurts and puddings
▶▶ Single serving snacks such as chips, nuts, cookies,
fruit bars, and granola bars
▶▶ Disposable drinks such as boxes, pouches, cans,
bottles, and cartons
▶▶ Disposable paper and plastic lunch bags
▶▶ Paper napkins
▶▶ Disposable cutlery such as plastic forks and spoons

Waste-free Lunch
▶▶ Sandwiches, main dishes, fruits, vegetables,
and snacks in a reusable lunch container
▶▶ Reusable drink containers
▶▶ Reusable lunch boxes or bags
▶▶ Cloth napkins
▶▶ Stainless steel forks and spoons

Activity 3: Follow-up and Discussion
▶▶ Continue the Waste-free Lunch Week in your everyday life. Get family members and other community
groups involved.
▶▶ Brainstorm other areas in students’ lives where can reduce their waste.
▶▶ Look at the impacts of packaging for other products in your home. Can this waste be reduced by
choosing alternatives?
▶▶ How can students use consumer power to affect the environment in a positive way?
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Get students to write letters to companies about their concerns on packaging and waste.
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3. Paper and cardboard are made from _____
4. Use a reusable water _____ to reduce your
waste on the go!
9. A community of plants and animals that
interact with each other and the earth
11. Trash that has been tossed on the ground,
rather than in a garbage bin
12. Something that is made to be thrown away,
creating waste
14. Where waste that can’t be recycled or
composted goes
15. The second “R” of recycling; to use
something again

1. To use less of something
2. Garbage and chemicals can _____ the air,
water, and land if not correctly disposed
5. A form of recycling where food scraps,
garden trimmings, and even paper with food
on it can be broken down and turned into
nutrient-rich soil
6. The air, water, and land in or on which
people, animals, and plants live
7. The process of making something new out
of something old
8. Something that is made to be used again,
reducing waste
10. Store your lunch in a reusable _____ instead
of a zipper-top bag to reduce waste
13. When drawing a picture, use both sides of
scrap _____
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Draw a waste-free lunch!
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Name: ______________
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Take Part in Litterless Lunch!
Dear Parent,
Your child’s class is participating in a Waste-Free Lunch Challenge beginning Monday, ________________
to Friday, ________________. During this week, we’re requesting your child bring waste-free lunches.
Simply, this means using reusable lunch containers rather than disposable bags/containers and
single-serving items that must be thrown away after one use.
Below is some information to help you pack a waste-free lunch:

Typical Lunch
▶▶ Sandwiches, snacks, and fruit in plastic bags
▶▶ Single serving cups such as yogurts and puddings
▶▶ Single serving snacks such as chips, nuts, cookies,
fruit bars, and granola bars
▶▶ Disposable drinks such as boxes, pouches, cans,
bottles, and cartons
▶▶ Disposable paper and plastic lunch bags
▶▶ Paper napkins
▶▶ Disposable cutlery such as plastic forks and spoons

Waste-free Lunch
▶▶ Sandwiches, main dishes, fruits,
vegetables, and snacks in a reusable
lunch container
▶▶ Reusable drink containers
▶▶ Reusable lunch boxes or bags
▶▶ Cloth napkins
▶▶ Stainless steel forks and spoons

Understandably, a completely waste-free lunch is not possible for everyone. Any attempt to make
lunches more “waste-free” is appreciated. Over the week, the class will be monitoring the amount
of waste collected from lunches and snacks to analyze the amount of waste the average classroom
produces and how to make simple, waste-free choices.
Thank you for your support with the Waste-Free Lunch Challenge.
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Kindly,
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